Algorithm selection and hyperparameter tuning remain two of the most challenging tasks in machine learning. Automated machine learning (AutoML) seeks to automate these tasks to enable widespread use of machine learning by non-experts. This paper intro-
duces Oboe, a collaborative filtering method for time-constrained model selection and hyperparameter tuning. Oboe forms a matrix of the cross-validated errors of a large number of supervised learning models (algorithms together with hyperparameters) on a large number of datasets, and fits a low rank model to learn the low-dimensional feature vectors for the models and datasets that best predict the cross-validated errors. To find promising models for a new dataset, Oboe runs a set of fast but informative algorithms on the new dataset and uses their cross-validated errors to infer the feature vector for the new dataset. Oboe can find good models under constraints on the number of models fit or the total time budget. To this end, this paper develops a new heuristic for active learning in time-constrained matrix completion based on optimal experiment design. Our experiments demonstrate that Oboe delivers state-of-the-art performance faster than competing approaches on a test bed of supervised learning problems. Moreover, the success of the bilinear model used by Oboe suggests that AutoML may be simpler than was previously understood.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Discrete space search; Continuous space search; Online learning settings; Active learning settings; Principal component analysis; Search with partial observations.
INTRODUCTION
It is often difficult to find the best algorithm and hyperparameter settings for a new dataset, even for experts in machine learning or data science. The large number of machine learning algorithms and their sensitivity to hyperparameter values make it practically infeasible to enumerate all configurations. Automated machine learning (AutoML) seeks to efficiently automate the selection of model (e.g., [8, 12, 14] ) or pipeline (e.g., [11] ) configurations, and has become more important as the number of machine learning applications increases.
We propose an algorithmic system, Oboe 1 , that provides an initial tuning for AutoML: it selects a good algorithm and hyperparameter combination from a discrete set of options. The resulting model can be used directly, or the hyperparameters can be tuned further. Briefly, Oboe operates as follows.
During an offline training phase, it forms a matrix of the crossvalidated errors of a large number of supervised-learning models (algorithms together with hyperparameters) on a large number of datasets. It then fits a low rank model to this matrix to learn latent low-dimensional meta-features for the models and datasets. Our optimization procedure ensures these latent meta-features best predict the cross-validated errors, among all bilinear models.
To find promising models for a new dataset, Oboe chooses a set of fast but informative models to run on the new dataset and uses their cross-validated errors to infer the latent meta-features of the new dataset. Given more time, Oboe repeats this procedure using a higher rank to find higher-dimensional (and more expressive) latent features. Using a low rank model for the error matrix is a very strong structural prior.
This system addresses two important problems: 1) Time-constrained initialization: how to choose a promising initial model under time constraints. Oboe adapts easily to short times by using a very low rank and by restricting its experiments to models that will run very fast on the new dataset. 2) Active learning: how to improve on the initial guess given further computational resources. Oboe uses extra time by allowing higher ranks and more expensive computational experiments, accumulating its knowledge of the new dataset to produce more accurate (and higher-dimensional) estimates of its latent meta-features.
Oboe uses collaborative filtering for AutoML, selecting models that have worked well on similar datasets, as have many previous methods including [1, 9, 12, 28, 38, 45] . In collaborative filtering, the critical question is how to characterize dataset similarity so that training datasets "similar" to the test dataset faithfully predict model performance. One line of work uses dataset meta-featuressimple, statistical or landmarking metrics -to characterize datasets [9, [12] [13] [14] 31] . Other approaches (e.g., [43] ) avoid meta-features. Our approach builds on both of these lines of work. Oboe relies 1 The eponymous musical instrument plays the initial note to tune an orchestra. on model performance to characterize datasets, and the low rank representations it learns for each dataset may be seen (and used) as latent meta-features. Compared to AutoML systems that compute meta-features of the dataset before running any models, the flow of information in Oboe is exactly opposite: Oboe uses only the performance of various models on the datasets to compute lower dimensional latent meta-features for models and datasets.
The active learning subproblem is to gain the most information to guide further model selection. Some approaches choose a function class to capture the dependence of model performance on hyperparameters; examples are Gaussian processes [3, 14, 17, 27, 33, 34, 36, 37] , sparse Boolean functions [16] and decision trees [2, 20] . Oboe chooses the set of bilinear models as its function class: predicted performance is linear in each of the latent model and dataset meta-features.
Bilinearity seems like a rather strong assumption, but confers several advantages. Computations are fast and easy: we can find the global minimizer by PCA, and can infer the latent meta-features for a new dataset using least squares. Moreover, recent theoretical work suggests that this model class is more general than it appears: roughly, and under a few mild technical assumptions, any m × n matrix with independent rows and columns whose entries are generated according to a fixed function (here, the function computed by training the model on the dataset) has an approximate rank that grows as log(m + n) [40] . Hence large data matrices tend to look low rank.
Originally, the authors conceived of Oboe as a system to produce a good set of initial models, to be refined by other local search methods, such as Bayesian optimization. However, in our experiments, we find that Oboe's performance, refined by fitting models of ever higher rank with ever more data, actually improves faster than competing methods that use local search methods more heavily.
One key component of our system is the prediction of model runtime on new datasets. Many authors have previously studied algorithm runtime prediction using a variety dataset features [21] , via ridge regression [18] , neural networks [35] , Gaussian processes [19] , and more. Several measures have been proposed to tradeoff between accuracy and runtime [4, 25] . We predict algorithm runtime using only the number of samples and features in the dataset. This model is particularly simple but surprisingly effective.
Classical experiment design (ED) [5, 22, 29, 32, 42] selects features to observe to minimize the variance of the parameter estimate, assuming that features depend on the parameters according to known, linear, functions. Oboe's bilinear model fits this paradigm, and so ED can be used to select informative models. Budget constraints can be added, as we do here, to select a small number of promising machine learning models or a set predicted to finish within a short time budget [24, 46] . This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces notation and terminology. Section 3 describes the main ideas we use in Oboe. Section 4 presents Oboe in detail. Section 5 shows experiments.
NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY
Meta-learning. Meta-learning is the process of learning across individual datasets or problems, which are subsystems on which standard learning is performed [26] . Just as standard machine learning must avoid overfitting, experiments testing AutoML systems must avoid meta-overfitting! We divide our set of datasets into meta-training, meta-validation and meta-test sets, and report results on the meta-test set. Each of the three phases in meta-learning -meta-training, meta-validation and meta-test -is a standard learning process that includes training, validation and test. Indexing. Throughout this paper, all vectors are column vectors. Given a matrix A ∈ R m×n , A i,: and A :, j denote the ith row and jth column of A, respectively. i is the index over datasets, and j is the index over models. We define [n] = {1, . . . , n} for n ∈ Z. Given an
Algorithm performance. A model A is a specific algorithmhyperparameter combination, e.g. k-NN with k = 3. We denote by A(D) the expected cross-validation error of model A on dataset D, where the expectation is with respect to the cross-validation splits.
We refer to the model in our collection that achieves minimal error on D as the best model for D. A model A is said to be observed on D if we have calculated A(D) by fitting (and cross-validating) the model. The performance vector e of a dataset D concatenates A(D) for each model A in our collection. Meta-features. We discuss two types of meta-features in this paper. Meta-features refer to metrics used to characterize datasets or models. For example, the number of data points or the performance of simple models on a dataset can serve as meta-features of the dataset. As an example, we list the meta-features used in the Au-toML framework auto-sklearn in Appendix B, Table 3 . In constrast to standard meta-features, we use the term latent meta-features to refer to characterizations learned from matrix factorization. Parametric hierarchy. We distinguish between three kinds of parameters:
• Parameters of a model (e.g., the splits in a decision tree) are obtained by training the model. • Hyperparameters of an algorithm (e.g., the maximum depth of a decision tree) govern the training procedure. We use the word model to refer to an algorithm together with a particular choice of hyperparameters. • Hyper-hyperparameters of a meta-learning method (e.g., the total time budget for Oboe) govern meta-training. Time target and time budget. The time target refers to the anticipated time spent running models to infer latent features of each fixed dimension and can be exceeded. However, the runtime does not usually deviate much from the target since our model runtime prediction works well. The time budget refers to the total time limit for Oboe and is never exceeded. Midsize OpenML and UCI datasets. Our experiments use OpenML [41] and UCI [10] classification datasets with between 150 and 10,000 data points and with no missing entries.
METHODOLOGY 3.1 Model Performance Prediction
It can be difficult to determine a priori which meta-features to use so that algorithms perform similarly well on datasets with similar meta-features. Also, the computation of meta-features can be expensive (see Appendix C, Figure 11 ). To infer model performance on a dataset without any expensive meta-feature calculations, we use collaborative filtering to infer latent meta-features for datasets.
As shown in Figure 2 , we construct an empirical error matrix E ∈ R m×n , where every entry E i j records the cross-validated error of model j on dataset i. Empirically, E has approximately low rank: Figure 3 shows the singular values σ i (E) decay rapidly as a function of the index i. This observation serves as foundation of our algorithm, and will be analyzed in greater detail in Section 5.2. The value E i j provides a noisy but unbiased estimate of the true performance of a model on the dataset:
To denoise this estimate, we approximate
; the solution is given by PCA. Thus x i and y j are the latent meta-features of dataset i and model j, respectively. The rank k controls model fidelity: small ks give coarse approximations, while large ks may overfit. We use a doubling scheme to choose k within time budget; see Section 4.2 for details.
Given a new meta-test dataset, we choose a subset S ⊆ [N ] of models and observe performance e j of model j for each j ∈ S. A good choice of S balances information gain against time needed to run the models; we discuss how to choose S in Section 3.3. We then infer latent meta-features for the new dataset by solving the least squares problem: minimize j ∈S (e j −x ⊤ y j ) 2 withx ∈ R k . For all unobserved models, we predict their performance asê j =x ⊤ y j for j S. Table 2 ) on midsize OpenML datasets.
Runtime Prediction
Estimating model runtime allows us to trade off between running slow, informative models and fast, less informative models. We use a simple method to estimate runtimes, using polynomial regression on n D and p D , the numbers of data points and features in D, and their logarithms, since the theoretical complexities of machine learning algorithms we use are O (n D ) 3 , (p D ) 3 , (log(n D )) 3 . Hence we fit an independent polynomial regression model for each model:
where t D j is the runtime of machine learning model j on dataset D, and F is the set of all polynomials of order no more than 3. We denote this procedure by f j = fit_runtime(n, p, t).
We observe that this model predicts runtime within a factor of two for half of the machine learning models on more than 75% midsize OpenML datasets, and within a factor of four for nearly all models, as shown in Section 5.2 and visualized in Figure 7 .
Time-Constrained Information Gathering
To select a subset S of models to observe, we adopt an approach that builds on classical experiment design: we suppose fitting each machine learning model j ∈ [n] returns a linear measurement x T y j of x, corrupted by Gaussian noise. To estimate x, we would like to choose a set of observations y j that span R k and form a wellconditioned submatrix, but that corresponds to models which are fast to run. In passing, we note that the pivoted QR algorithm on the matrix Y (heuristically) finds a well conditioned set of k columns of Y . However, we would like to find a method that is runtime-aware.
Our experiment design (ED) procedure minimizes a scalarization of the covariance of the estimated meta-featuresx of the new dataset subject to runtime constraints [5, 22, 29, 32, 42] . Formally, define an indicator vector v ∈ {0, 1} n , where entry v j indicates whether to fit model j. Lett j denote the predicted runtime of model j on a meta-test dataset, and let y j denote its latent meta-features, for j ∈ [n]. Now relax to allow v ∈ [0, 1] n to allow for non-Boolean values and solve the optimization problem
with variable v ∈ R n . We call this method ED (time). Scalarizing the covariance by minimizing the determinant is called D-optimal design. Several other scalarizations can also be used, including covariance norm (E-optimal) or trace (A-optimal). Replacing t i by 1 gives an alternative heuristic that bounds the number of models fit by τ ; we call this method ED (number).
Problem 1 is a convex optimization problem, and we obtain an approximate solution by rounding the largest entries of v up to 1 until the selected models exceed the time limit τ . Let S ⊆ [n] be the set of indices of e that we choose to observe, i.e. the set such that v s rounds to 1 for s ∈ S. We denote this process by S = min_variance_ED(t, {y j } n j=1 , τ ).
THE OBOE SYSTEM
Shown in Figure 4 , the Oboe system can be divided into offline and online stages. The offline stage is executed only once and explores the space of model performance on meta-training datasets. Time taken on this stage does not affect the runtime of Oboe on a new dataset; the runtime experienced by user is that of the online stage.
One advantage of Oboe is that the vast majority of the time in the online phase is spent training standard machine learning models, while very little time is required to decide which models to sample. Training these standard machine learning models requires running algorithms on datasets with thousands of data points and features, while the meta-learning task -deciding which models to sample -requires only solving a small least-squares problem.
Offline Stage
The (i, j)th entry of error matrix E ∈ R m×n , denoted as E i j , records the performance of the jth model on the ith meta-training dataset. We generate the error matrix using the balanced error rate metric, the average of false positive and false negative rates across different classes. At the same time we record runtime of machine learning models on datasets. This is used to fit runtime predictors described in Section 3. Pseudocode for the offline stage is shown as Algorithm 1. T i j ← observed runtime for model A j on dataset D i 6: end for 7: end for 8: for j = 1, 2, . . . , n do 9: fit f j = fit_runtime(n, p,T j ) 10: end for
Algorithm 1 Offline Stage
Require: meta-training datasets {D i } m i=1 , models {A j } n j=1 , algo- rithm performance metric M Ensure: error matrix E, runtime matrixT , fitted runtime predictors { f j } n j=1 1: for i = 1, 2, . . . , m do 2: n D i , p D i ←
Online Stage
Recall that we repeatly double the time target of each round until we use up the total time budget. Thus each round is a subroutine of the entire online stage and is shown as Algorithm 2, fit_one_round.
• Time-constrained model selection (fit_one_round) Our active learning procedure selects a fast and informative collection of models to run on the meta-test dataset. Oboe uses the results of these fits to estimate the performance of all other models as accurately as possible. The procedure is as follows. First predict model runtime on the meta-test dataset using fitted runtime predictors. Then use experiment design to select a subset S of entries of e, the performance vector of the test dataset, to observe. The observed entries are used to computex, an estimate of the latent meta-features of the test dataset, which in turn is used to predict every entry of e. We build an ensemble out of models predicted to perform well within the time targetτ by means of greedy forward selection [6, 7] . We denote this subroutine as A =ensemble_selection(S, e S , z S ), which takes as input the set of base learners S with their cross-validation errors e S and predicted labels z S = {z s |s ∈ S}, and outputs ensemble learner A. The hyperparameters used by models in the ensemble can be tuned further, but in our experiments we did not observe substantial improvements from further hyperparameter tuning.
, training fold of the meta-test dataset D tr , number of best models N to select from the estimated performance vector, time target for this roundτ Ensure: ensemble learnerÃ 1: for j = 1, 2, . . . , n do 2:t j ← f j (n D tr , p D tr ) 3: end for 4: S = min_variance_ED(t, {y j } n j=1 ,τ ) 5: for k = 1, 2, . . . , |S| do 6: e S k ← cross-validation error of model A S k on D tr 7: end for 8:x ← ( y S 1 y S 2 · · · y S |S| ⊤ ) † e S 9:ê ← y 1 y 2 · · · y n ⊤x 10: T ← the N models with lowest predicted errors inê 11: for k = 1, 2, . . . , |T | do 12: e T k , z T k ← cross-validation error of model A T k on D tr 13: end for 14:Ã ←ensemble_selection(T , e T , z T )
• Time target doubling To select rank k, Oboe starts with a small initial rank along with a small time target, and then doubles the time target for fit_one_round until the elapsed time reaches half of the total budget. The rank k increments by 1 if the validation error of the ensemble learner decreases after doubling the time target, and otherwise does not change. Since the matrices returned by PCA with rank k are submatrices of those returned by PCA with rank l for l > k, we can compute the factors as submatrices of the m-by-n matrices returned by PCA with full rank min(m, n) [15] . The pseudocode is shown as Algorithm 3. 
Algorithm 3 Online Stage
Require: error matrix E, runtime matrix T , meta-test dataset D, total time budget τ , fitted runtime predictors { f j } n j=1 , initial time targetτ 0 , initial approximate rank k 0 Ensure: ensemble learnerÃ 1: if e ′Ã < eÃ then 10:
k ← k + 1 11: end if 12:τ ← 2τ 13: eÃ ← e ′Ã 14: end while
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We ran all experiments on a server with 128 Intel ® Xeon ® E7-4850 v4 2.10GHz CPU cores. The process of running each system on a specific dataset is limited to a single CPU core. Code for the Oboe system is at https://github.com/udellgroup/oboe; code for experiments is at https://github.com/udellgroup/oboe-testing.
We test different AutoML systems on midsize OpenML and UCI datasets, using standard machine learning models shown in Appendix A, Table 2 . Since data pre-processing is not our focus, we pre-process all datasets in the same way: one-hot encode categorical features and then standardize all features to have zero mean and unit variance. These pre-processed datasets are used in all the experiments.
Performance Comparison across AutoML Systems
We compare AutoML systems that are able to select among different algorithm types under time constraints: Oboe (with error matrix generated from midsize OpenML datasets), auto-sklearn [12] , probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF) [14] , and a time-constrained random baseline. The time-constrained random baseline selects models to observe randomly from those predicted to take less time than the remaining time budget until the time limit is reached.
Comparison with PMF.
PMF and Oboe differ in the surrogate models they use to explore the model space: PMF incrementally picks models to observe using Bayesian optimization, with model latent meta-features from probabilistic matrix factorization as features, while Oboe models algorithm performance as bilinear in model and dataset meta-features. PMF does not limit runtime, hence we compare it to Oboe using either QR or ED (number) to decide the set S of models (see Section 3.3). Figure 5 compares the performance of PMF and Oboe (using QR and ED (number) to decide the set S of models) on our collected error matrix to see which is best able to predict the smallest entry in each row. We show the regret: the difference between the minimal entry in each row and the one found by the AutoML method. In PMF, N 0 = 5 models are chosen from the best algorithms on similar datasets (according to dataset meta-features shown in Appendix B, Table 3 ) are used to warm-start Bayesian optimization, which then searches for the next model to observe. Oboe does not require this initial information before beginning its exploration. However, for a fair comparison, we show both "warm" and "cold" versions. The warm version observes both the models chosen by meta-features and those chosen by QR or ED; the number of observed entries in Figure 5 is the sum of all observed models. The cold version starts from scratch and only observes models chosen by QR and ED.
(Standard ED also performs well; see Appendix D, Figure 12 .) Figure 5 shows the surprising effectiveness of the low rank model used by Oboe: 1 Meta-features are of marginal value in choosing new models to observe. For QR, using models chosen by meta-features helps when the number of observed entries is small. For ED, there is no benefit to using models chosen by meta-features. 2 The low rank structure used by QR and ED seems to provide a better guide to which models will be informative than the Gaussian process prior used by PMF: the regret of PMF does not decrease as fast as Oboe using either QR or ED.
Comparison with auto-sklearn.
The comparison with PMF assumes we can use the labels for every point in the entire dataset for model selection, so we can compare the performance of every model selected and pick the one with lowest error. In contrast, our comparison with auto-sklearn takes place in a more challenging, realistic setting: when doing cross-validation on the meta-test dataset, we do not know the labels of the validation fold until we evaluate performance of the ensemble we built within time constraints on the training fold. Figure 6 shows the error rate and ranking of each AutoML method as the runtime repeatedly doubles. Again, Oboe's simple bilinear model performs surprisingly well' 2 : Figure 6 : Comparison of AutoML systems in a timeconstrained setting, including Oboe with experiment design (red), auto-sklearn (blue), and Oboe with time-constrained random initializations (green). OpenML and UCI denote midsize OpenML and UCI datasets. "meta-LOOCV" denotes leave-one-out cross-validation across datasets. In 6a and 6b, solid lines represent medians; shaded areas with corresponding colors represent the regions between 75th and 25th percentiles. Until the first time the system can produce a model, we classify every data point with the most common class label. Figures 6c and 6d show system rankings (1 is best and 3 is worst). more models than optimizing over hyperparameters, to which autosklearn devotes the remaining time. 4 Experiment design leads to better results than random selection in almost all cases.
Why does Oboe Work?
Oboe performs well in comparison with other AutoML methods despite making a rather strong assumption about the structure of model performance across datasets: namely, bilinearity. It also requires effective predictions for model runtime. In this section, we perform additional experiments on components of the Oboe system to elucidate why the method works, whether our assumptions are warranted, and how they depend on detailed modeling choices.
Low rank under different metrics. Oboe uses balanced error rate to construct the error matrix, and works on the premise that the error matrix can be approximated by a low rank matrix. However, there is nothing special about the balanced error rate metric: most metrics result in an approximately low rank error matrix. For example, when using the AUC metric to measure error, the 418-by-219 error matrix from midsize OpenML datasets has only 38 eigenvalues greater than 1% of the largest, and 12 greater than 3%. (Nonnegative) low rank structure of the error matrix. The features computed by PCA are dense and in general difficult to interpret. In contrast, nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) produces sparse positive feature vectors and is thus widely used for clustering and interpretability [23, 39, 44] . We perform NMF on the error matrix E to find nonnegative factors W ∈ R m×k and H ∈ R k ×n so that E ≈ W H . Cluster membership of each model is given by the largest entry in its corresponding column in H . Figure 8 shows the heatmap of algorithms in clusters when k = 12 (the number of singular values no smaller than 3% of the largest one). Algorithm types are sparse in clusters: each cluster contains at most 3 types of algorithm. Also, models belonging to the same kinds of algorithms tend to aggregate into the same clusters: for example, Clusters 1 and 4 mainly consist of tree-based models; Cluster 10 of linear models; and Cluster 12 of neighborhood models. Runtime prediction performance. Runtimes of linear models are among the most difficult to predict, since they depend strongly on the conditioning of the problem. Our runtime prediction accuracy on midsize OpenML datasets is shown in Table 1 and in Figure 7 . We can see that our empirical prediction of model runtime is roughly unbiased. Thus the sum of predicted runtimes on multiple models is a roughly good estimate. Cold-start. Oboe uses D-optimal experiment design to cold-start model selection. In Figure 9 , we compare this choice with A-and E-optimal design and nonlinear regression in Alors [28] , by means of leave-one-out cross-validation on midsize OpenML datasets. We measure performance by the relative RMSE ∥e −ê ∥ 2 /∥e ∥ 2 of the predicted performance vector and by the number of correctly predicted best models, both averaged across datasets. The approximate rank of the error matrix is set to be the number of eigenvalues larger than 1% of the largest, which is 38 here. The time limit in experiment design implementation is set to be 4 seconds; the nonlinear regressor used in Alors implementation is the default RandomForestRegressor in scikit-learn 0.19.2 [30] . The horizontal axis is the number of models selected; the vertical axis is the percentage of best-ranked models shared between true and predicted performance vectors. D-optimal design robustly outperforms. Ensemble size. As shown in Figure 10 , more than 70% of the ensembles constructed on midsize OpenML datasets have no more than 5 base learners. This parsimony makes our ensembles easy to implement and interpret.
SUMMARY
Oboe is an AutoML system that uses collaborative filtering and optimal experiment design to predict performance of machine learning models. By fitting a few models on the meta-test dataset, this system transfers knowledge from meta-training datasets to select a promising set of models. Oboe naturally handles different algorithm and hyperparameter types and can match state-of-the-art performance of AutoML systems much more quickly than competing approaches.
This work demonstrates the promise of collaborative filtering approaches to AutoML. However, there is much more left to do. Future work is needed to adapt Oboe to different loss metrics, budget types, sparsely observed error matrices, and a wider range of machine learning algorithms. Adapting a collaborative filtering approach to search for good machine learning pipelines, rather than individual algorithms, presents a more substantial challenge. We also hope to see more approaches to the challenge of choosing hyper-hyperparameter settings subject to limited computation and data: meta-learning is generally data(set)-constrained. With continuing efforts by the AutoML community, we look forward to a world in which domain experts seeking to use machine learning can focus on data quality and problem formulation, rather than on tasks -such as algorithm selection and hyperparameter tuningwhich are suitable for automation. 
A MACHINE LEARNING MODELS
Shown in Table 2 , the hyperparameter names are the same as those in scikit-learn 0.19.2.
B DATASET META-FEATURES
Dataset meta-features used throughout the experiments are listed in Table 3 (next page).
C META-FEATURE CALCULATION TIME
On a number of not very large datasets, the time taken to calculate meta-features in the previous section are already non-negligible, as shown in Figure 11 . Each dot represents one midsize OpenML dataset. Figure 11 : Meta-feature calculation time and corresponding dataset sizes of the midsize OpenML datasets. The collection of meta-features is the same as that used by auto-sklearn [12] . We can see some calculation times are not negligible.
D COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT DESIGN WITH DIFFERENT CONSTRAINTS
In Section 5.1.1, we compared experiment design (ED) with constraint on the number of observed entries. This version is more comparable to QR and PMF than the version with runtime constraint (Equation 1). However, the time-constrained version has decent performance, as shown in Figure 12 . Figure 12 : Comparison of different versions of ED with PMF. "ED (time)" denotes ED with runtime constraint, with time limit set to be 10% of the total runtime of all available models; "ED (number)" denotes ED with the number of entries constrained. the ratio of number of features to the number of data points log dataset ratio the natural logarithm of dataset ratio inverse dataset ratio log inverse dataset ratio class probability (min, max, mean, std) the (min, max, mean, std) of ratios of data points in each class symbols (min, max, mean, std, sum) the (min, max, mean, std, sum) of the numbers of symbols in all categorical features kurtosis (min, max, mean, std) skewness (min, max, mean, std) class entropy the entropy of the distribution of class labels (logarithm base 2)
landmarking [31] meta-features LDA decision tree decision tree classifier with 10-fold cross validation decision node learner 10-fold cross-validated decision tree classifier with criterion="entropy", max_depth=1, min_samples_split=2, min_samples_leaf=1, max_features=None random node learner 10-fold cross-validated decision tree classifier with max_features=1 and the same above for the rest 1-NN PCA fraction of components for 95% variance the fraction of components that account for 95% of variance PCA kurtosis first PC kurtosis of the dimensionality-reduced data matrix along the first principal component PCA skewness first PC skewness of the dimensionality-reduced data matrix along the first principal component
